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As part ofas over-& program to developa high-altitude, low-drag
ram- jet combustor,
a preliminary development program
on can-type pilot
burners has been conducted at Lewis
the laboratory. A 5-inch-diameter
and an annular-segment pilot burqer were developed
circular pilot burner
which gave stable operation over
a satisfactory rangeof fuel-air ratios
with static-pressure ratios
RCK)SS
the pilot burner from about
1.02
to 1.08 with an inlet pressureof 10 inches of mercury absolute. With
fuel injected about
12 inches upstreamof the annular-segment pilot burner, & combustion efficiency of
61 percent was obtained ata fuel-air
ratio of 0.06, with an inlet pressureof 10 inches of mercury absolute.
Efficiencies Over80 percent were obtained with
a homogeneous fuel-air
mixture, and it is believed that with some detailed fuel-system studies
such values are attainable.when the fuel is injected
within 12 inches of
the pilot-burner dome.

INTRODUCTION

*

Recent investigatiomof ram-jet engines have indicated that the
stability on low-drag ram-jet cdustors operating at combustor-inlet
1/2 atmosphere and less may
be Iqproved by use
pressures in the order of
1). In the past,
of a stable heat source or pilot flame (reference
pilot-burner air flows have generally been1 or
about
2 percent of the
total airflow. However, by use of low-drag pilot configurations, pilot
air flows as high as €3 percent of the total, awith
blocked area of
about 25 percent of the ram-jet combustor cross-sectional area, appear
feasible. Cdustors using can-type burners of relatively
l o w drag
have sham good stabilityand efficiency characterfstics with inlet
pressures aslow as 8 inches of mercury absolute and therefore appear
well suited to pilot applications (references
2 and 3). As part of an
over-all program to develop a high-altitude, low-drag ram-jet combustor,
an experimental. investigation of some of the pertinent design features
of can-type pilot burners
has been conducted at NACA
the Lewis laboratory.
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Annular-segment configurations and circular can-type pilot burners
(5-in. diem.) with
a single row and
also with six rows of holes were
investigated at inlet
presswes from 10 to 30 inches of mercury absolute,
with static-pressure ratios across the pilot burners ranging from about
1.02 ta 1.10. To eliminate the effect of fuel distribution,
a long mixing length was used
for most of the Fnvestigations (about
11 ft for cirand about 9 ft for annular-segment burners),
so that
cular pilot burners
the fuel-airm i x t u r e was essentially homogeneous.A brief investigation
of more realistic fuel systems
was a l s o included in the program. Inletair temperatures ranged from about
1
0
0
° to 300° 3’.

-

PRELIMINARY CONSICERATIONS
In an investigation of can-type pilot burners with
and two
onerows
of holes, Longwell (reference
3) found that the best operation
was
obtained when the
sum of the diameters of the holes
in the first row was
about 40 percent of the can perimeter at the first row. Longwell
also
determined that the stability
of a two-row pilot burner could
be fairly
w e l l correlated in terms
of the air flow through the first rowholes.
of
The effect of
varying first-row total hole area by using various size
holes was, however, not determined. In view of the apparent importance
of the firstpow, it was decided first to investigate single-row config- 1.
urations in order to determine the optimum hole size while maintaining
the percentage of open perimeter
at
40 percent.
The performance of multia
row configurations was determined with the first-row holes at optimum
size on thebasis of results of thefirstinvestigation.
Analysis of Plow conditions in
a ram-jet combustor using
a low-drag
can-type pilot burner
(appendh A ) indicates that the percentage
of
total air flow that may be expected to pass through the pilot burner is
approxhately 0.35 of the percentage of cross-sectional area blocked by
the pilot burner.In order to obtain
a pilot air flow 8of
percent of
the total air
flow, a circular pilot diameter
of nearly 1/2 the ram-jetcombustor diameter would be required.
In a large-diameter ram-Jetcombustor sucha pilot burner would be excessively
long and bulky. However, by using
an annular cross section,
a pilot burner could be built
which would pass the required amount and
of still
air
be of such scale
that a segment of the pilot burner could be developed in the available
facility. Therefore, itwa6 decided that thedwelopment of a satisfactory annular-segment pilot burner would
also be desirable at
this
the. Annular pilots have the additional advantage of providing better
distribution of the
stabilizing flame throughout the cross section
of
the ram-jet co~~ibustor and whenin placed
the combustor-inlet diffuser
can be designed to divide the diffuser into coaxial channels and allow
more efficient diffusion.
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APPARATUS

A sketch of the apparatus
used for theinvestiwion of the 5-inchdfameter pilot burners is shown
in figure 1. A photograph of the teet
section anb. transition sections used
in the investigation of the annularsegment pilots is presented
in figure 2. In both investigations the
air
flow was set by choking a valve in the inlet-air line. Air flows were
measured witha variable-area orificein the c&ustion-air line.
Exhaust pressures were set with either the exhaust-pressure regulating
in figure 1. For the annularvalve, or with the flapper valve shown
segment investigations the flapper valve
was replaced witha butterfly
valve located at the outlet of the exhaust transition section. Waterspray bars for quenching the cmibustion gases were located just downin the circular setup and about
1 inch downstream of the flapper valve
stream of the pilot outlet
in the annular-se@plent setup.A temgerature
survey for the spray-cooled
exbust products was located just upstream
of the exhaust-pressure regulating valve.

7

z

A photograph of a typical mltJrow circular pilot burner is presented in figure 3. Table I gives the characteristicsof the va,riou~
circularconfigurationsFnvestiThreesingle-rowconfigurations
havingholediametersof
1/4,
3/4 inch wereinvestigated(configuration A). Multirow configurations B and C had identical first rows
(nine 1/2-in.-diam. holes). In configuration B the hole-area distribution in the last five rows
was axially parabolic to give more gradual
addition of mixture to the burner in the early rows;inwhereas,
configuration C there was871 equal amountof hole areain each of the last
D had six
five rows, that is, linear hole distribution. Configuration
3/4-inch-diameter holesin the f i r s t row and parabolic distributionin
the last five rows. The various modifications of the annular-segment
pilot burner are given
in table 11. The basic annular-segment pilot(AA)had parabolic hole distribution
burner configuration investigated
in the last five rows.
A photograph of a mddification of this configuration is presented in figure
4.
A sketch of an air-atomizing fuel spray bar typical
of those used
for injection at the upstream station (station
1 in fig. 1) for both the
circular and annular-segment pilot burners is presented
i n figure 5(a).
Modifications of this fuel bar,
having different nunibersof orifices,
were used for various fuel-flow ranges.
Fuel bars used for ingection
6 to 12 inches upstream of the burner
in the annular-segment pilot-burner
investigation are shown
in figures 5(b) and 5(c). A photograph of several of the fuel bars used is presented
in figure 6.

z

i

An elcternally mounted oxygen-hydrogen igniter
was used. The igniter
f k e passed through one
of the hollow mounting struts
into the domeof
the pilot burner.A water-cooled plexiglass window was provided
in the
outer surface of ea& test section to allow visual observation of pilotburner operation.

ld
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Unleaded
of 18,850 Btu

gasoline(MIL-F-5572, grade 80) with a lower heating
per pound
was used throughout the investigation.

*

value

.

-

Instrumentation. A sketch showing test-section instrumentation is
included in figure 1. The pilot-burner-inlet total
and static pressures
2. Changes in the static pressure of the air
were measured at station
flowing in the annulus between the burner and test-section
wall were
measured with a line ofw a l l static taps. At station
3 there were three
w a l l static taps to measure pilot-outlet static pressure. Fuel flows
P
and spray-water flows were measured with calibrated rotameters. CoolingU
(I:
jacket water flows were determined the
from
cooling-water-manifold presK
and outlet
sure and a calibration curve of flow against pressure. Inlet
temperatures of the jacket cooling water were recorded. Pressures were
measured with manometers
and temperatures were measured with thermocouples.
Procedure. - The investigations were conducted a
over
range of inlet
static pressures from about
10 to 30 inches of mercury absolute, and
with a range of static-pressure ratios across the pilot burners from
1.02 to about1.10. The procedure used was to anset
air flow which
a given
gave approximately the desired pressure ratio
at value of inlet
pressure and then
to record data over full
the r e e of operable fuelair ratios while maintaining flow
air and inlet presskre constant.The
pilot burners were
also investigated under cold-flow conditione in order
the
determineto

.L

Most

of

the

investigations

were

conducted
with air-atomizing

fuel

spray bars (fig.5 ( a ) ) placed well upstream of the pilots (station
1,
fig. 1) to obtain homogeneous fuel-air mixtures.
A brief investigation
was also conducted to determine the effect
of various fuel distributions

with both the circularand annular-segment-type
and injection positions
pilot burners. (Hereinafter, upstream fuel injection
will be referred
) Combustion efficiencies were deterto as homogeneous fuel injection.
mined from a heat balance between the pilot-burner and
inlet
the cooled
2 and 4, respectively,
exhaust-gas-temperature survey stations (stations
fig. 1). Both spray-water and exhaust-pipe cooling-jacket-water
flows
were accounted for
in the heat balance. Combustion efficiencies were
then calculated from fthe
o l l o w i n g equation:

We(Hs,4
qb =

-

%,TI

+ Wa(Hg,4

- 5 , ~+ WJ(%,O
)

(18,850)Wf

- q,i)

(Symbol8 are definedin appendix B.) With the single-row circular
pilot
burners, the air flows were much than
lower
the values for which
the
test rigwas originally designed; therefore, it was not possible to
obtain colnbustion efficiencies. With the multirow circular pilot burners the efficiency values obtained were, in general, somewhat doubtful
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for the same reason. Therefore,
o n l y stability data are presented for
calthese configurations. InletMach nunibera to the pilot burner were
culated with measured
d u e s of air flow, pilot-inlet static pressure,
pilot-inlet temperature,and pilot cross-sectionalarea.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Single-Row

Circular

Pilot

Burners

of the single-raw pilot
Typical results showing blow-out limits
burners are presented
in figure 7. For the configurations shown, the
of the holes were varied, but the ratio of
number and the diameter
sum of the hole diameters the
toperimeter of the burnerw&s held constant (approxhately40 percent).

the

These results indicate that within the accuracy
of the data the
hole sizehad no significant effecton the lean blow-out limits over the
range of pressure ratios investigated
(1.015 to 1.U). The lean blowout limits for
each of the configvdations varied from 0.023
to 0.044. .
O n the otherhand, hole diameterhad a pronounced effecton the rich
blow-out limits. The blow-aut fuel-air ratios were highe6.t for
con- the
figuration havFng nine 1/2-inch-dim~terholes, varying from
0.146 at a
pressure ratioof 1.023 to0.093 at a pressure ratio of
1.ll3. The rich
fuel-air ratio blow-out limits were 0.
about
02 and 0.04 lower for the
configurations having 3/4-fnch- and 1/4-inch-diameter holes, respectively. During aperation itwas observed that with the 1/2-inch-d2ameter
and 3/4-inch-diameter hole configurations, the fuel-air mixture burned
W f t h the 1/4-inchwith a blue f h e over the entire cross section.
dianeter hole configuration, the mixture burned
with a blue coresurrounded byan orange flame. The different burning phenomena
may have
in penetration and subsequent mixF9@; within the
resulted from variation
combustion zone.

.

The data presented in figure 7 indicate the cmibustion limits but
do not differentiate between stable and unstable conibustion. During
operation of the pilot burners
it
was found
that the practical operating
a considerably
range of each single-row configuration was restricted
to
narrower range of fuel-air ratios than that indicated by the blow-aut
limits because of unstable
cdustion characteristics in the frtnge
areas of rich and lean blow-aut. In t e r m s of stable operating range,
the 1/2-inch-diameter hole configuration was still the best single-row
configuration investigated. The instability regions
for this configuration aresham in figure8. The width ofthe rich unstable regionwas
different for each configuration and varied with inlet pressure
was
but
not affected appreciably by variations
in pressure ratio for
the given
configuration and M e t pressure. In each case,as the rich blow-out
limit was approached, the flame began to flash intermittently from the
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outlet end of the pilot back through the outer
and annulus
upstream of
the pilotdome. The frequencyand severity usually increased as rich
blow-out limitwas more nearly approached.As the leanblow-out limit
was approached there
was a tendency for the flame
in the dometo blow
out so that burning existed only downstream of -theThe-holes.
range of
fuel-air ratiosin which unstable colnbustion occurred was,
in general,
narrower near lean blow-out i n
than
the region of rich blow-out.

II

The rangeof operation of each of the single-row configumtions
increased when the inlet pressure was decreased. Thisofeffect
inlet
pressure on the blow-out limits of the 1/2-inch-hole configuration is
shown i n figure 9. With a pressure ratio of
1.06 the operable fuel-airratio rangewas from about0.04 to 0.103 with an inlet pressure of
30 inches of mercury absolute,
and from about 0.025 to 0.145 with an
inlet pressure of
10 inches of mercury absolute.
"his reversal ofthe
usual effect of pressure
o,n combustion was caused by the increased tendunstable
ency of the pilot burners 'to flash back and becomea t higher
values of inlet pressure. Because the object
of the single-rowinvestigation was to find the optimum size for the first-row holes, it was
decided thata study to eliminate flashback would be reserved for the
with more than one row of holes.
investigation of the configuration
Several methods ofidecting fuel at distances varying
from 8 to
15 inches upstream of the pilot-burner
dome were tried. All these fuelsystem variations proved unsatisfactory, however, because
of improper
fuel vaporization
and liquid f'uelhpinging on and running dawn the
walls
of the inlet pipe.
This led to burning outside the pilot and
burner
to
unstable operation.

Six-Row

Circular

Pilot

t

k

Burners

Two six-row pilot-burner configurations were fabricated,haveach
ing nine 1/2-inch-diameter n
holes
i the first row, in accordance with
the resultsof the preljmlnn.nr single-row investigation. The hole-area
distribution in the last five rows of one configuration
was parabolic
axially, and in the other configuration the distribution was linear
(configurations B and C)

.

Effect ofannular opening at pilot-burner outlet.
- The parabolic
hole-distribution configuration
wa8 first
investigated with
a n annular
and the outer pipe
in the plane of the
opening between the pilot-burner
pilot-burner outlet (configuration
Bl). As for the configuration with
a single row of holes, considerable flashback through the annulus
occurred, particularlyat low values of pressure ratio
and at the higher
values of inlet pressure. The flashback tendencies increased when the
elrhaust pressureTELS regulated by means of the flappervalve Just aft of
the pilot burner,
a condition w h i c h was later found to be true for most
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other configurations investigated. Therefore,in this and in subsequent
investigations exhaust pressure was regulated
with the valve located
farther downstreamin the edheust system.In an effort to broaden the
annular opening was closed by flaring out the aft
stability limits, the
B2). A comparison of the stable
end of the pilot burner (configuration
operating ranges of configurations
B1 and B2 is madein figure 10.
Closing them u l u s resulted in an extension of the operable fuel-airratio rangeat the lower values of pressure ratio
each of
at the inlet
pressures investigated. With a pressure ratioof 1.03 and 89 inlet press w e of 10 inches of mercury absolute, the operable range of fuel-air
ratios was from
0.053 to 0.094 with the annulus open and0.053
from
to 0.123 with theannulus closed. With thisM e t pressure, themaximum
operable pressure ratio was increased from1.07
about
with theannulus
open to about
1.08 with it closed. Although'the configuration
with the
closed annulus operated more
smoothly than the open-annulus conf'iguraof the pilot burner still occurred at values
tion, some burning upstream
of pressure ratio below
1.04. With inlet pressures of
10 and 20 inches
of mercury absolute, this upstream
burning was in form of a halo and had
no apparent detrbental effect on tue pilot performance.At 30 inches
of mercury absolute, the upstream burnfng caused some overheating
of the
pilot burner.
P

.
.

Effect of hole-area distribution.
- The linear hole-area configuration was also investigated with the
annulus at the exit of the pilot
burner open and with the annulus closed (configurationsC 1 and C2).
Results of these tests were essentially the
same for the cora8 those
responding parabolic hole configurations
(B1 and S2>; that is, the change
in hole-area distribution
had negligible effect
on performance.
8

Effect of first-row hole modification.
- The limits shown
in figure 10 are stable operation limits
and do not necessarih indicate blowout of the complete-pilot burner.With most conditioneof inlet pressure
and pressure ratio, the lean stability limit was characterized
by blowout of the pilot burner downstream of the first row of holes, combustion
being maintainedin the dome. The same phenomenon
was noted at the rich
stability limit with the higher values of pressure ratio
lower values
and
of inlet pressure. When operating at fuel-air ratios very lean
near the
stability limit, it
was sometimes possibleto obtain a condition in which
the downstream portion of the pilot burner
blow would
out and relight
in
regular cycles with
a frequency on the order of
2 cycles per second.
When downstream blow-out occurred, dark ofjets
incoming mixture could be
seen at the second row of holes penetrating into the from
flame coming
upstream in the dome, which indicated
that the mixture flow through the
second row was quenching the first-row flame.
c

In an effort

to reduce quenching to
and
extend the operating range,
were tried. The first modification an
wasattempt 'to
penetration of the first-stage mixture
by adding intern1 scoops

two modifications

increase

8

-
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or "thimbles" to the downstream side of the first row and
of onholes
four of the second-row holes (configuration
C3). These thimbles are
illustrated in figure
ll. This modification resultedin an increased
tendency to flashback and reduced stabilitylimits. There was a tendency
for ballsof flame to seat on the upstream face of the thimbles and
of the burner.
propagate from there to the outside

4

The secondmdification was an attempt to increase the proportion
of m i x t u r e to the first row by six
using
3/4-inch-diameter holesin place
of the 1/2-inch-diameter holes (configuration
D) This modificationhad
no significant effect'on the performance.

.

Effect ofannular passage size.- I n order to determine the effect
of the size of annular
the
passage between the pilot burner and the
o r shrouds were fabricated which
outer pipe, two venturi-shaped tubes
could be placed around the burner to reduce
8
"
the =ea (see
table I). Without a shroud the burner blocked about
50 percent of the
pipe areain the plane of the center line of the first-row holes. One
venturi reduced this
rxnnul8,r area to26 percent of the pipe
crosssectional area (configuration
B3), and the other reduced the area to
42 percent (configurationB4).

I

Comparison of the unshrouded configurationthewith
configuration
having an mular area of26 percent of the burner cross-sectional area
(fig. 12(a)) indicates that at
a given pressure ratio the width
of the
operable band of fuel-air ratios was about the
for both.
same
In term
of pilot-burner air flow, however, the range of operationsmaller
waa
for the shrouded configuration (fig.
12(b)). With an inlet pressureof
10 inches of mercury absolute and
a pilot-burner air flaw of 0.2 pound
per second, the operable range
of fuel-air ratios
was from 0.052 to 0.123
for the unshrouded configuration
(B2) and from 0.051 to 0.088 with t h e
shrouded configuration(B3). In other words, the shroud
had no effect
on the stable range of operation
at a given pressure ratio, but it did
that lessmass-flow was obtained ata
raise the drag of the so
burner
given value of pressure ratio.
Cor~figurationB4 was not investigated under burnlng conditions,
a cold-flaw test indicated that
this configuration also had a higher drag
than the unshrouded configuration.

but

Friction-drag coefficients and conibustion efficiency.
- Cold-flow
friction-drag coefficients for several modifications of the parabolic
hole-distribution configuration are presented
as
a function
of pressure
ratio across the burner
in Tigure 13. The original configuration with
the exit annulus open a had
drag coefficientof about 4.0 at a pressure
ratio of 1.04. Closing the annulus resulted in
an increase in drag
coefficient to about
4.5. Reducing theannular area at the first
row
of holes from 50 percent of the cross-sectionalarea to 42 and 26 percent

2u
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of the cross-sectional area resulted
in anpincrease in the drag coefficient to 7.5 and'15.5, respectively, at this pressure ratio.' G l f t h all
configurations, the drag coefficients increased slightly with increasing
pressure ratio.
A plot of inlet
Mach nmiber against static-pressure ratio
for configuration B2, both with and
without coqustion, is presented in figfor various drag
ure 14. Included on this plot are theoretical curves
of unreliable
coefficients and conibustor temgerature ratios. Because
heat-balance data,it was impossible to obtain exact values of temperathe data shown. E m w e r , from the values
of fuel-air
ture ratio for
ratio itis believed that the temperature-ratio range
m s from about
4.0 to 6.5. Comparison of the data with theoretical curves indicates
that thed u e s of friction-drag coefficients with burning
(when friction
drag is defined
as total drag minus m e n t u m drag) are about8.0. Coldflow friction-drag coefficients t for
M s configuration were between
4
and 5. Other circular configurations
also had higher friction-drag
coefficients with combustion than under cold-flaw conditio-.
I

.k

Coribustion efficiency data the
forcircular pilot burners
were
somewhat doubtful because of low
thevalues of air flow involved. However, for almost
all conditions of inlet pressure, pressure ratio, and
fuel-air ratio, the indicated values
of efficiency were above 80,percent.

*

Annular-Segment

Pilot

Burners

All the annular-segnent pilot-burner modifications investigated had
parabolic hole-area distributions. The first configuration investigated
did not have holes
in the sides of the
annular sewent, esd the openhole areawas appro6tely 84 percent of the pilot-outlet crosssectional area (configuration
AAl). Stability limitsof this pilot were
not as good as the circular configurations. Considerable flashback
occurred at pressure ratios 1
below
.04, and conibustion could not
be
maintained in the last five stages of the pilot burner at inlet preslimits at an
smes below 13 inches of mercury absolute. The stability
inlet pressure of
13 inches of mercury absolute are presented
in figure 15. Combustion efficiencies for various
d u e s of pressure ratio
a function
of fuel-air ratio
in figand inlet pressure are presented
as
ure 16. For e l l conditions investigated, combustion efficiencies
obtained were over
80 percent.
The addition of holes
along the sides of the
annular segment (configuration AA2) increased the operation& limits slightly; but the pilot
burner stillwould not operate with
M e t pressures below13 inches of
mercury absolute, and flashback still occurred
at lower valuesof pressure ratio.

10
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In an effort to increase the air through
flow
the firstrow of
holes, scoops were added a
to
l
lthe holesin the first row (fig.
4).
This modification resultedin improved operational range and made it
possible to operate the burner with inlet as
pressures
low as 8 inches
of mercury absolute. However, flashback was still encountered with
pressure ratios below
1.04. In an attempt to eliminate flashback,
the
fuel-injection station was moved from 1
station
to a plane approximately
1 foot upstreamof the pilot burnbr.A sketch of the air-atomizing fuel
bar used at this location is presented in 5figure
(b).
This modification greatly improved the stability at the lower values of pressure
ratio. Fuel-air ratio operating limits of this configuration are pre17. The rich limits shown
for inlet pressuresof 12 and
sented in figure
30 inches of mercury absolute are fuel-system flow limits, not blow-out
or stability limits.
10 and of
Conbustion efficiencies for values of inlet pressure
-of mercury absolute and for several pressure ratios axe
sented asa function of fuel-air ratio in figure
18. The values of combustion efficiency for
all conditions are below
80 percent, considerably
a homogeneous f'uel-air mixture.
less than those values obtained with
Maximum values of combustion efficiency were obtained
near the lean
limit, and efficiency decreased with increasing fuel-air ratio. an
With
inlet pressure of
10 inches of mercury absolute
and a pressure ratio
of 1.021, the combustfon efficiency decreased
from approximately 75 to
47 percent, when the fuel-air ratio
was increased from0.043 to 0.092.
For a given inlet pressure, the combustion efficiency decreased with
increasing pressure ratio
(or inlet velocity) across the pilot burner.
12 inches

pre-

sim- to
The holesin the side of the segment were covered in order
late more closely
a complete annulus (configuration
~ 4 ) .The operating
range of this configuration was essentially theas same
the configuration with the side holes open.
Fuel-system variation.- Operation of configuration
AA4 was a l s o
investigated with the impinging-Jet fuel
bars (fig. 5 ( c ) ) located 14 and
6 inches upstreamof the pilot burner, and with the single-orifice fuel
bars (fig.6 ) located 15 and 7 inches upstreamof the pilot burner.A
comparison of the combustion efficiencies obtained
with these configurations and with the air-atomizing configuration at inlet pressures between
9.8 and 11.2 inches of mercury absoluteand pressure ratiosfrom 1.021
to 1.045 is presented in figure 19. These fuel bars were set
at the
radial position that gave the highest efficiency at stochiometric fuelair ratio. Maximum efficiencies with the air-atomizing and impingingfuel-air ratio between
0.05
jet fuel bars were obtained at of
values
and 0.07. With the simple-orifice fuel bars, the efficiency
a maxiwas
mum near the lean blow-out point and decreased rapidly with increasing
fuel-air ratio. W i t h the air-stomizing fuel
bar, a maximum efficiency
of about 6 1 percent was obtained aat
fuel-air ratioof about 0.06.
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The primary objectiveof these fuel-system changes was to afind
configuration which would a l l o w stable operationof the pilot burner
over a range of pressure ratios from 1.02
aboutto 1.10 at pilot-burnerM e t pressures from10 to 30 inches of mercuzy absolute. However, it is
believed that with
a moderate amount of development work, fuel distribution and vaporization could be improved enough to obtain conibustion
efficiencies Over80 percent, as obtained with the homogeneous fuel-air
mixture. It is also probable that the water-quench spray downstream of .
the pilot burner limits the combustion efficiencies to values considerably below those which be
could
obtained in an operational installation.
It was noted during the annular-segment pilot-burner investigations
that any fuel system which allowed liquid
fuel.on the outer
to spra,y
shroud w a l l 8 would resultin severe flashbackand unstable operation.
This agrees with the results obtained
from the circular pilot-burner
investigations.

r.

Friction-drag coefficienCs.- Cold-flow drag coefficients
for vari-.
ous annular configurations varied from about
5.0 to 8.0 (fig. 20). This'
increase over the values obtained with the best circulaz pilot-burner
configuration is attributed to the reduced ratio of hole area to pilotburner cross-sectional area in mnular
the
pilot burner. Drag of
an
asnular pilot burner could be reduced by constructing in
thea pilot
number of segnents with holes
a l o n g the segment sides.

c

Friction-drag coefficientswith cdustion were calculated for
annular-segment configurationAA3 by subtracting the theoretical values
drq from the measured pressure
drop across the
of momentum pressure
of
pilot. When plottedas a function of inlet Mach mmiber, the values
friction-drag coefficientso calculated showeda considerable amount of
scatter. However, most of the values were between
4 and 6. It therefore appears that
unlike the circular pilot the friction drag of the
annular-segment pilot burner was not with
higher
conCbustion than for the
cold-flaw condition.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

L

It is possible that coupling- effects between the pilot
and burner
the main combustor
m
g
ih
t alter the stability characteristics of the
pilot burner when it is operating
a component
as
part of
a ram-jet combustor. It was imgossible to evaluate such effects
in the directconnect rig used. However, the effects
of geometric changes in the
pilot burner, such as variation of hole-area distribution, addition of
scoops, and variation of annular-passage area, should
be at leastq d i tatively applicable to full-scale combustor design. The pilot fuel

12
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system appears to a be
critical factor pilot design with respect
to
both efficiency and pilot-burner stability. Additionalwou.ld
workbe
required to obtain the optimum ,compromise between these two factors
any given installation.

,

. i n

for

To f b d the approximate air
flow through aad pressure ratio across
the pilot burner ain
given installation,an analysis similarto that of
appendix A might be used. This analysis is highly dependent upon
assumed pressure losses in athe pilot diffuser and in the main stream
also upon the ram-jet combustor-inlet-velocity
outside of the pilot, and
profiles. Aowever, it is probable that the pilot-burner pressure ratio
fall within
obtained in any practical installationof this type would
the range covered tin
h i s investigation (1.02 to 1.1). A friction-drag
coefficient of about 8.0 appears to be a reasonable value to use
in calculations for this typeof pilot. Selection of circular
or annular
cross section would depend on factor8
as pilot
such blockage required,
ram-jet-diffuser shape, desired distribution of piloting flame, and
length available for pilot installation. aFor
given amountof pilot
blockage, a,n annular pilot would be shorter and give better distribution
of piloting flame. Drag an
ofannular pilot could be reduced by constructing it in
a nuuiber of segments with holes along the segment sides,
in order to increase the ratio of pilot-burner hole area to blockage
area. This segmentation would approach, aaslimit, a series of small
circular pilots arranged
to form an annulus.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

I

A 5-inch-diameter circular pilot burneranand
annular-segment
pilot burner were
dweloped which gave stable operation aover
range of
fuel-air ratios sufficiently wide for pilot application, with pressure
ratios across the pilot from 1.02
about
to 1.08, with an inlet pressure
of 10 inches of mercury absolute.

Tendency of the circular pilot burners
to flashback was reduced by
closing theannular gap between the pilot
burner and the outer pipe at
the outlet end of the pilot. Changing the circular pilot-burner holearea distributionfrom parabolic to linear had little effect; however,
if addition of fuel-air mixture to the combustiont o ozone
rapidis
row of holes, quenching
of the flm from the first row
after the first
can occur. This effect was noted an
with
annular pilot configuration
row of holes when the inlet
which w o u l d not burndamstream of the first
pressure was below
13 inches of mercury absolute, Increasing the
flow
through the first
row by the addition
of scoops greatly improved the
stability of this burner and made it possible to operate as
at pressures
o
l
w as 8 inches of mercury absolute.

NACA RM E52523
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With homogeneous fuel-air
mixtures, efficiencies of Over 80 percent
were obtained with both
m
u
l
a
r and circular pilots at inlet pressures
as low as 10 inches of mercury absolute. With the annular pilot, however, flashback occurred when the pressure ratio acros8 the
was pilot
below 1.04. Movfng the fuel spray
to a station approximately1 foot
upstream of the pilot ellminated
most of the flashback at the expense
of reduced combustion efficiency.
It was foundin b o t h the circularand
annular-segment investigations that severe instabili-Q results when
to impinge upon and
run d m the wallsof the
liquid fuel is allowed
inlet
ducting.
of the best circular pilot burnCold-flow friction-drag coefficient
er was about
4.5 with a static-pressure ratio across the pilot
of 1.04.
With burning, the friction-drag coefficient increased to 8.0.
about In
order to avoid excessive drag, it was determined that the annular-passage
area around the pilot at the first row of holes
at least
should onebe
half the pilot-outlet cross-sectional area. Cold-flow friction-drag
coefficients of the annular-sepnt pilot burners were higher
than those
of the circular pilot burners because
of their reduced ratio
of hole area
to cross-sectional area. The annular configuration with scoops
on the
had a coldfirst rowof holes andwith holes a l o n g the segment sides
flow drag coefficientof 6.5 at a pressure ratioof 1.04.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for
Cleveland, Ohio

.

Aeronautics
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APPENDIX A

ANALYSIS OF FLOW CONDITIONS
For the calculationof air flow through a low-drag can-type pilot
for a burner-inlet Mach nuniber
burner, a ram-jet conibustor designed
of 0.15 (station 2)is considered:

I
Station 1

..

-

.

.

. .

I

Station 2
AssuruptLons made in these

calculationsa r e :

(1) Static pressure at the pilot-exhaust station (station
2) is the
for theair flowing through the pilot
as for the main-stream
air:
pg = (P2)
m
S~JIE

.

(2) Effect6 of main-stream and pilot
(3) Total-pressure loss between
pilot, is 1 percent: p2/p1 = 0.99.

fuel

stations1 and 2, outside of the

(4) There is no'total-pressure loss in the

Pa/P1

injection
are neglected.

pilot

diffuser:

= 1.0.

(5) Pilot total-temperature ratioTdTA is 4.0.
(6) The cross-sectional area of p
the
i l o t is equal to the
area at
station A: AA = AB = kp.

sectional

cross-

NACA RM E52523
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Flow Through P i l o t Burner
From c o n s e m t i o n of momentum

Also

And for

M e 0.2,

c

w

* PAM&

*

(assuming negligible difference between s t a t i c and t o t a l tmerature).

Also

and

m d then

Substituting i n equation (1)

15
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Then

Also

From equation (2), values of MA were calculated for values of pB/pA
between 0.96 and 1.0 and values of CD from 4.0 t o 24.0 with
TB/TA = 4.0. Corresponding values of pB/P1 were calculated from equation (3).

Curves showing the variation of

values of

%

when

pB/P1

with MA

for various

%/TA = 4.0, are plotted In figure 21.

Flow Around Pilot
Since

..

W = gpAV =
if total values
temperature,

are

"

. .

PAM&

substituted
f o r static

valuesof pressure and

3u

-
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+ = 0.15 and

w 2 6
W l A
= 0.148 =
With a
0.918PS2
0.918P2A2
pilot inste,lled, Mach nuzdber
of the main-etream air at station
2 for
various values of pilot air flow Wp/W1 and pilot blockage $/A2
can
be determined from

Wlth no pilot,

(0.148)

(g)m

I0.99(2)

m

where
r

Likewise, theMach nuniber at station
A in the pilotc m be determined
for various valuesof pilot air flow and pilotblockage from

-

(0.148)

From equation (4), values of (Mzlm were calculated with assumed

-

values of +/A2 from 0.05 to 0.25 and assumed values of (15,/W1)/($/A2)
from 0.2 to 0.6. Corresponding values of
(p2/P1),
and MA were calculated with equation(5) and equation (6), respectively. Curves showing

18
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the variation of (p2/P1), with
MA or with (Wp/Wl)/(%/Al)
for
values of $/A2 from 0.05 to 0.25 are a l s o plotted in figure 21. The
show which
variation
points of intersection of these curves with those
of pB/P1 with MA for various values of CD are points at which the
assumed outlet conditionp~ = (p2Im ia satisfied for the given conditions. A cross plot of these
of (Wp/Wl)/(Bp/A2)
with +/A2
in figure22.

intersection
points, showing variation
for various values of ,C,
is presented

fQl
CD

Rl

It can be seen
in figure 22 that
wtth a pilot drag coefficient
of 8,
the ratio of pilot air-flow ratio to pilot blockage ratio varies
about 0.34 to 0.375 a8 pilot blockage ratio varies
from 0.05 to 0.25.

from
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APPENDIX B
SYMBOLS

The follarFng symbols were used In this report:
A

area, sq ft

CD

friction-drag
coefficient

f/a

fuel-dr ratio

Q

acceleration due to gravfty,

H

enthalpy,
Btu/lb

M

Mach nuznber

P

stagnation pressure

P

static pressure

9

dynamic pressure

R

gas constant

T

stagnationtemperature,

t

static
temperature,

V

velocity, Ft/ s e c

W

weight flow, lb/sec

Y

ratio of specificheats

qb

conibustionefficiency,

P

mass density

N

cn

2

32.2 ft/sec2

c

OR

41

percent

Subscripts:

-

e

exhaust-gas
cooling-water

spray

-
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f

fuel

g

gas (mixture of
air and fuel
stations 3 or 4, fig. 1)

i

in

J

wter-jacket cooling

m

main stream

0

out

P

pilot

8

steam

W

water

1

upstream

2

pilot-burner inlet (fig.1)

3

pilot-burner outlet( f i g . 1)

4

exhaust-gas temperature survey station (fig.
1)

at

station
2 and exhaust

.

products

at

.

water

burner

fuel-fnjection

station

(fig.
1)
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a

A
p
n
u
l
u
s open m- olosed

Shroud o m f i g m a
fc
Ql

co
cu

5.05"

Croas-aeotloaal
area, 20.03 sq

BFrst row of holee only; exit annulua open.
Six 3/4-in.-diam.
holes; total open hole area 2.650 sq
82: R l n e l/Z-iP.-diam. holes; t o t a l open hole area 1.767 aq
A3: Eighteen 1/4-in.-diam. holes; total open hole area 0.883 aq

Configuration A:

in.

Al:

ccmfiguratlon B:

In. In.

Slr-row p i l o t K i t h psrabolic hole-areadietributicn.
h o l e a r e a 121.7 peroent of croae-aeotional area.

Total open

ROW

1 . 2 3
4
5
6
9
8
8
8
8
8
Hole dlam. (in.) 112 518 314 7/8 15/16 1

Ao. of holes

B1: Bit aanulua open.
B2 : =it annulus oloaed.

B3:
B
4
:
Configuration C:

wt
at
mlt

apnulus cmed; shrond lnoorparated t o reduae aanular area
fFrst rw of holes t o 26 peroent of p i l o t - o u t l e t area.
armulus oloeed; e k o u d iaoorporated t o reduce annu- area
a t first row of holes t o 42 peroent of p i l o t - o u t l e t area.

Sir-row p i l o t K i t h linear hole-area d i s t r i b u t i o n .
area 120.6 percent of m a s - e e c t i o n a l area.
Row

1

2

1 3

1 4

1 5

Total openhole

1 6

9
8
I 8
1 81 8
1 8
.no. of holea
Hole dlam. (in.) 1/2 4%" and 4 4 ' ' h o l e s alternating

c1: wt
c2:
C3:
Configuration D:

apnulus open.
Bit annulusclosed.
Erlt annulus olmed; thimbles on s l x firat-row holee and three
second-row holes (fig. 11).
Six-row p i l o t with parabolic hole dietrlbutlon; exit annulus
o l o s e d ; t o t a l ope^ hole area 1 2 6 . 1 p r a e n t of orveaaeotlonal area.
1
2
3
4
ROW
5
6
No. of holes
6
8
8
8
8
8
Hole diam. (in.) 314 518 3/4 7/8 15/16 1

in.
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Configuration AAl: Exit annulue alosed; no holes in sides; total open h o b area
84.0 parcent of cross-aectionalarea.
ROW

Bo. of h o l m
Bole dlam. (in.)
KO. o r bolee
Bottam

Top
&ace

1
10

2

5/8

10
3/4

6

6

3
10
7/8

6

4

5 ' 6

10 10 10
1
1 1
6
6
6
..

"

.. ...

...

..

.

.

.

. ..

2687
I

I

R

I n

\

t

spa0inB7
d
gulatlng valve-

t

FLange

,-coolea

e.

Ulstation

1

N

w

1992..

.

2687

C-29257

N

m

-I
Hgue 4.

- spica1 annular-aegwnt

p l l c t burner.

L89Z
...

..

.
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Drill through
even 0.040" hole-a

n

LC

lver solder

0.020 drill 3/8" deep
Scotia A-A
( b ) Air-atomizing fuel e p r y bez used t o i n j e c t fuel 12 inches upstream
of a n n u m - s e p n t p i l o t burner.

Bo. 76 drill, 2 holes

Silver solder

Seotion B-B
(0)

Impinging-jet fuel spray bar.

Figure 5.

- fie1

8pr.57 bar

de*il8.

~.
. ...... . .

-
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,

,

.
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Figure 7.
Effect of firet-raw hole diameter on blowout 1Lmifs. Single-rm pilot burner.
Inlet. pressure, 20 inches of mercury absoluh; hanogeneous fuel-eir mixture.
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Static-pressure

ratio

across

31

pilot

-

burner,
p2/p3

Figure 9.
Effect of inlet presrsure on blow-out limits. Single-row pilot
holm (oonffguration A 2 ) . Homogeneous
burner with nine 1/2-inch-diameter

fuel-air mixture; average inlet temperature, 130'

F.
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BZ)

I n l e t pressure Inlet temperature
( i n . Hg abs)
(9)

.14

e
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\

0

160
140
10
100
Annulusopen(configuration
EL)
30
150
30

20

.10

.
I

0

rl

4

E
k

rl
rl

.08

E
.06

.041
S t a t i c - p r e s s u r e r a t i o acrosa p i l o t b u r n e r , p2/p3
I

0

I

I

1

73
108
130
Approximate p i l o t - i n l e t v e l o c i t y ,

I

149:
Vz, ft/sec

I

165

F’igure 10.. - W f e c t of annulus opening at pilot-burner outlet on s t a b i l i t y
limits. Six-row pilot burner with parabolic
hole-area d i s t r i b u t i o n .
Homogeneous fuel-air mixture.
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0

Configuration B2, dnnulus area
= 0.5 p i l o t - o u t l e t area.

0

Configuration B3, a n n u l u e a r e a
= 0.26 p i l o t - o u t l e t area.

L

.14

.12
Shroud

I

.10

w
*.04
1.00 0

6
1.04

B

Static-presmre ratio acroes pilot

burner, p2/p3

(a) S t a b i l i t y limits as function of e t a t i c - p r e s e u r e
ratio acxoae pilot burner.

-

Figure 12.
Effect 09 annular shroud area on pilot-burner s t a b i l i t y limits.
S i x - s t a g e p i l o t burner with p a r a b o l i c h o l e - m e a d i s t r i b u t i o n .
Homogeneous
f u e l - a i r mixture. Inletpreesure, 10 inchee of mercury absolute.
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0

0

.12

.10

.08

.06

.04

Configuration B2, annulus area = 0.5 pilotoutlet moms-sectional area
Configuration B3, annulus area = 0.26 p i l o t o u t l e t cross-sectional area
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prepu.e

13. -

of static-preesure ratio aad con9igllretioa
~a isothermal f r i c t i m drag
of pllot burner with six-row parabolic hole-area distribution.
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.10

.09

.08

.OS

.04
1

I
0

I

I

I

34
56
74
Approximate p i l o t - i n l e t v e l o c i t y ,

-

I

90
Vz, f t / s e c

I
105

Figure 15.
Effect of e t a t l c - p r e s s u r e r a t l o or I n l e t v e l o c i t y on s t a b i l i t y
l i m i t s of annuhxr-eegment p i l o t (configuration a).
Inlet preeeure,
13 inohee of mercury abeolute; homogeneoue f u e l - a i r m
x
it
u
r
e
; average inlet
. temperature, 185'
F.
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I

I
Inlet pressure Inlet temperature
(in.H@; abs)
(9)

"-

185

13

20
Pressure

200

'

ratio m e t v e l o c i t y
(fiPt/seo)

1.048-1.056
1-00

..

90

;
I
0

80

I

70
-04

T
.05
.06
.07
Fuel-air ratio, f/a

.08

Figure 16. - Effect of fuel-air ratioand operating conditions on
combustion efficiency. Annular-segment p i l o t burner. C o s f i g u ration AA1. Homogeneous fuel-air -me.
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4

Static-preaeure ratio a c r o ~ spilot burner, pz/p3
I
I
I
I
I
0
63
96
122
L42
Approxlmte pilot-Inlet velocity, V2, ftieec

-

-

Figure 17. Effeot of statio-preeeure ratio
inlet-veloclty on
stability limite of annuler-segmnt pilot burner. COnfigW?Ettlon AA3. Fuel lnjeoted (12
upetream of p l l o t burner) with
air-atomizing fuel bars.

in.

.

. ..

.

.. . - .

. .. .

.. . .
I

I

6"

1

1

Inlet pressure Pressure r a t l o Inlet velooity Average i n l e t
(111.Hg abE)
(ft/sec)
tfmperatura

(9)

0

10

0

12

1.021-1.022
1.029-1.035

L.037-1.'048
0
12
12

A
V

10

d

12'

1.047-1.051
280
1.047-1.051
1.077

66-68
80-87
96-100
107-1lS
107-113

24s

140

300

-

260
280
250

Variation of combustion sffloleaoy with fueLaFr r a t i o far eeveml values of statiopressure r a t i o or inlet velocity. Annular-segment p i l o t configuration AA3. -1 w e a t &
12 incheeupstream of p i l o t b u m r wlth alr-atcauizing fuel bars. b l e t pressure, 10 inohes of

PTgure 18.

mercury absolute.
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Type nozzle

No. of nozzles

Mstance upstream of]

I

-00

80

60

40

20

0
.02

24
.(

-

ETfect of.fue1-nozzle type and l o n g i t u d i n a l poeitian on combustion
efficiency over a range of f u e l - a i r r a t i o s . Inlet pressure, 9.8 t o
11.2 inches of meroury a b s o l u t e ; p r e s e u r e ratio acroB8 p i l o t b u r n e r ,
1 . 0 2 1 t o 1.045; inlet v e l o o i t y 65 t o 75 f e e t per eecond; average i n l e t
temperature, 200O F; annuLar-ee@ent p i l o t , c o n f i g u r a t i o n AA4.

Figure 19.
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P i l o t - i n l e t Mach number, MA

- Variation of pressure ratio a c m e s p i l o t with p i l o t - i n l e t Mach number far various
values of pilot drag coefficient and p i l o t blockage. Pilot temperature ratio, 4.0; burner
deal@ i n l e t Mach number, 0.W; burner-lnl&-diffueer preesure recoveq,
0.99.

Figure 21.
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e 22. Cross p l o t of curve intersection POME
from figure 21, ahovLng
variation of r a t i o of p i l o t air flar t o p i l o t blockage with p i l o t blookage
Par various values of drag ooeFFlcient.
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